
Application Note: Events

Event Security

There are 7000 major outdoor events held in the UK every year, each representing a unique combination 

of culture, venue and attendees. Effective event security is required not only to provide a safe and secure 

environment for attendees and exhibitors, but also to protect and enhance the brand reputation of the 

event and its sponsors. Diverse, sometimes remote locations demand self-sufficient CCTV systems that can 

operate without power and external lighting, especially during build-up and break-down when supporting 

services are necessarily limited. During the event itself, effective co-ordination with local Police and an 

array of security professionals is paramount.

The VPS Site Security event solution addresses all these  

concerns with a combination of JCB Smart Towers, fully  

integrated, networked CCTV systems powered by  

emission-free hydrogen fuel cells, and a portable control  

room facility that can be installed anywhere on the site.

THE RYDER CUP 2014

“The Smart Towers had to cope not only 

with the security provision to protect the 

site from intruders, but the open field 

area also meant they could be subject 

to intense conditions of rain and wind. 

The VPS Site Security risk assessors and 

installation team used their expertise 

brilliantly and the Smart Towers delivered 

on all aspects of the project.” 

Chris Haywood, Managing Director

Topher Limited

Complete monitored CCTV solution including cameras, 

lighting, detection, recording, transmission and viewing

Deployable in remote locations with no power, lighting 

or mobile data network 

Towers can be first on-site to provide secure 

environment for exhibitors and contractors

Extremely cost effective compared to guards

Full integration with other event security services

*Source: Chief Superintendent Andy Battle, Divisional Commander of West Yorkshire Police and Chair of the APCO Music Advisory Group.

Criminal gangs fly to  
the UK with the specific 
goal of hitting  
festivals*
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With a range of up to 2km, thermal imaging 

cameras are perfect for intruder detection on  

green-field sites where fencing is minimal or  

non-existent. They are unaffected by rain, snow,  

fog or smoke, operate in zero light conditions  

and are immune to false alarms from foliage and 

wildlife.

 

JCB Smart Tower
The rugged base of the JCB Smart 

Tower provides a firm base for the 

telescopic mast, capable of reaching 

a maximum elevation of 9m. 

Pneumatic tyres allow transport over 

almost any terrain whilst extendable, 

adjustable legs ensure safe 

deployment on exposed locations 

even with strong winds. 

The mobile control room is supported by VPS’  

fully-accredited National Remote Video Response 

Centre (RVRC). The facility is accredited to 

all relevant standards including BS5979 and 

BS8418:2010 and all staff are licensed for SIA  

ACS public space CCTV monitoring. 
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SEEING IN THE DARK

With plenty of natural light, the JCB  
Smart Tower CCTV camera records full 
colour images.

Daytime

As the natural light fades, the CCTV 
camera automatically switches to 
monochrome mode for improved 
sensitivity.

Dusk

On alarm, the tower will switch on 
powerful infra-red illuminators. Invisible 
to the human eye, the focussed IR beam 
provides excellent illumination of the 
centre of the image.

Night with Infra-red

Thermal imaging cameras require no 
external illumination and provide a 
complete site view even in zero light 
conditions (NB. two horses, top right)

Night with Thermal Imaging

JCB Smart Towers are available with hydrogen  

fuel cells that run silently, emit no CO2 and  

operate for up to 30 days (subject to load)  

without refuelling, perfect for environments where 

there is no mains power available and diesel 

generators are considered too dirty, noisy and 

expensive.
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Sensitive to body heat, thermal imaging  

cameras highlight intruders that would normally 

be invisible. An i-LIDS-compatible* video analytics 

processor automatically tracks progress around 

the site. Other algorithms include virtual tripwires, 

sterile zone monitoring and parked vehicle 

detection. 

VPS Site Security offer event organisers and  

their authorised representatives secure access to 

JCB Smart Tower cameras. Images may be viewed  

in a dedicated portable control room, on a PC or  

on smartphones or tablet devices, ensuring clear 

co-ordination between all security personnel  

on site.

*i-LIDs is the UK government’s benchmark for video analytics systems


